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THE CO GEVOICE
Volume XIII, Number 25 Ad Fontes
Discontent Sparks Presidential
Pledge to Fund New Yearbook
May 8,1990
by Sarah Huntley
News Editor
share with my children and grandchildren has been
violated."
"Someone's skin color and culture are not cos-
tumes.vhe continued. "There is no excuse for putting
[the photo] in."
Smith said that if he and other students clad them-
selves in dress that is attributed to a particular group,
"We would have been pummelled."
Sue Howson, '90, president of Society Organized
Against Racism, said the yearbook photo "illustrates i
the intense need for social awareness on this campus."
She added, "I feel gypped as a senior of a yearbook
that represents my experiences at Conn College."
Dawn Gundlach, '90, vice-president of SOAR, .
said, ''The people responsible should be made aware t'\StucIohiOiiOii...iiiiiiidiitruiii....II;.r;I_iiiiiiii..iii1lleieii_;p;-_.---~:--..JI
See Yearbook p7 , Trustees Vote to
Divest All Holdings
in South AJTica
Complaints of racial insensitivity, factual inaccuracy
and inequitable senior representation raised by students
and trustees have resulted in a commitment by Claire
Gaudiani, '66, president of the college, to fund a new
1990 yearbook.
The most inflammatory reactions involved a photo
on page 307, which pictures a group of white students
with black-painted faces and dredlocks.
The photo has angered both students of color and
white students to the point that some are attempting to
sell back or simply not purchasing the yearbooks.
Sherwyn Smith, '90, president of UMOJA, said,
"The one momento I could take from my school and
Ceremony Rekindles
1986 Takeover Spirit
by Cathy Ramsey
The College Voice
Students and faculty gathered on
Fanning Green Wednesday to
mark the fourth anniversary of the
Fanning Takeover for college di-
versification and recognition of
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minority concerns.
According to Sue. o
Howson, '90, presi-'~ .... -~.
dent of Society Or-
ganized Against Ra- 11
cism, "The main pur- .~
pose of the planned _
commerative activi- l~=!~~~;5==!ties in the past was dilw~
celebration of diver-ii C<JlIIIIiIiIlil wJlll dI*lr IN 1 ... dJo
sity.' ~ IiIIkage to Soulh Afi'ic:a. ...... ~ fllk Cd.ilt. Ii 1IIe
"However, this· I Friday·s decision. made a day VOIe_"
year's rally was not Students listen ~ttentively at commemoration , early. followed careful. considcnl- Inad/lllioil1DflUl~-
too celebratory; it was more com- ourselves to the importance of di- ' lions by lite boanI. slroDI sIUdenl ore.llte1lolrdalsoVOllldto"direct
merative to keep the spirit of the versity,' said Schmidt. effons including rallies. inf~ the Social Re8ponSibilliy 1..iIID
takeover alive," she said. Frank Tuitt, '86, the spokesper- tiooal sessions and 1eUer.writing Commilllle to seek ongoing ways
Steve Schmidt, chaplain of the son for the takeover in 1986, em- . campaignsandrecognilionofcor· lOeducate1llecollegecomllll1llity
college, opened this year's com- phasized that the end result of the rent events in lbat country. about the silualion in Soutll AI·
memoration service, expressing takeover did not emerge overnight. I Jean Handley.chair of the board rica," The trustees plan 1011llMlIo-
his view that everyone should be "It happened after long and tiring' of_.said, "Af1ertboughtful ate lite inve.suneot policy yearly
interested in promoting diversity. efforts to communicate with the consideration. the board VOllld to andrecommendefl'ortsinsuppon
"We gather here today to recommit See Commemorationp.7 t, di~·~v:!:es!!.t.!!the~!:!!!!!!!!!I.!S1OCks!!1:!~it!!..!!be:!ld!L~See!:!!Pro-:!!:A~d1~..!.!P. :.6~
Meyer Wins Contested Election With 194Votes
class executive board decided to hold a re-elec-
tion.
Votes were recast on Wednesday and Thurs-
day; Chuck Meyer, '90, once again emerged
victorious, receiving 194 of the 323 votes.
Said Meyer, "I was elected by my class to tell
my beliefs on the subject of global community,
and what I want to leave them with is that there is
a lot more to education than the classroom:
The addition of a senior class speaker to the
graduation program was passed last year as a per-
manent partoftheceremonies_ Previously, in lieu
of a valedictorian, the senior class president has
given a ten minute speech. The elected speaker
will limit the president's speech to three minutes.
The senior class executive board also set up
well-defined rules for the election of the gradu-
ation speaker. "When last year's class presidents
decided to have an elected speaker. they only ~t
up a vague outline of the rules." said Tracey
Vallarta, '90, senior class president.
Previously, because it is not an SGA election,
the smdent government election rules could not
be applied to the voting for graduation speaker.
The class executive board, however, has rede-
fined these rules in terms of SGA procedures. On
Thursday, a resolution was passed saying that
Chuck Meyer, '90,was elected graduation
speaker for the second time.
by Haden R. Guest
The College Voice
Following last week's contestion of the elec-
tion for senior graduation speaker, the senior
next year's Assembly shall take care of all
election procedures. From now on, a candi-
date must hring an alleged injustice to the
community's attention before the results are
announced or the claim will be valid.
Commencement will take place on May 26.
The College Voice Publish-
ing Group is pleased to an-
nounce that the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association
awarded The College Voice
a first place certificate in its
annual competition for
1989.
This is the third year that
the publication has received
a first place honor.
tVIEWPOINT~==========================================--
'"~ eeded: A Commitment to...
~" the Long Term1 1'1" !Gw...... ~_ ........ losludeDlcoacerns ..... rd·
e-. JtaiIIeyearlloall,pI'Cl8IIRdflmd.lDlfor a ..... one. WhUethere
__ ratJoe.... for putdJIIlllplber a DeWyearbook, !his Is aa
'".S! , • .-Iaaloa .......... problem. Moruleps must be lakeD.
.;;; SbI' t "*'"" dilatllfadioD wlIb Ihe staII'sraDu ... to IDdudemealloa of
ll:. UdJ u-'a IIIpIIkaDI move "oil to" campus, Ihe mlslabeDal of the
'"~ J Depm _115 "Ch1Dese," Ihe prlaliDl of two radally Inseustllve
Q _ .. 307,aamerousaameaudacademlcm.jormisspelllags,so
J! ....,. orsludeDls~aadpartyiDl!h·ltheschool'.couatrydub
e-. ifF ! perpeIuaWaad dlsproporlloDate ..., ..... alalloo ofyear-
.............. aaad __ III eaadIds.
I'Ii I' !'GIIIIdIanI_,..edlheftllySludealsatlbeBoardofTrustees
....... 10 ......... a DeWyearbook, 15opposed 10' supplemeat (ODeoplloa
raIoed) If lhey reJt the orlllJlal did DOl ... p..... at them. "If It'. not your
yarbook •• 1II!Illor class, thea It's not our yearbook or my yearbook," she
aakL ,
SIIe basCOlllJllItl2d berseJrto ruadiDIlhe new project .Ithoulh neither the
soun:e JIOI" the exad amount of tbe money has been determined. Gaudlani
should be commended for dlfruslng an explosive situation with a goodshort
term solutioa; however, this alone wUl not solve the problems at hand.
The prfmary questions regarding radal insensitivity in the yearbook were
raised In the cootext of a discussion on the need for more race awareness
worksbopson campus. Lauren Aguiar, bousefellow of Marshall, was using
Ihe plctu... ofwhlte studenls IDblackface and d...dlock wigsas an example of
radaI problems. "Idare say Ignorance and insensitivity are alive and well on
tblscampus,"sbe said.
ne focus of concern then switched from a subslanllve discussion on the
Deedfor aware .... belghtenlng acllvilies to problems with the yearbook.
Irlbe president can see clear to Immediately commit approxlmalely ten
tlrmnnd dollara 10 a new yearhook, primarily because of problems with
..-. ........ tIvIty, she should corralnly be able to commit an equal If not
greater _at 10 the workshops belDgpromoted by Aguiar. The original
stuclelltnq.ests, those regarding the workshops, are clearly more important
llllhe .... term laere.llng and malatalng au .ware, sensitive and supportive
studeIltbody. Such programs would hopefuDyensu... that problems similar
10 _ ......... 1Iy being experienced wllb the yearbook, are not endured.......
G....... I .. lISIreaDze Iballfthlslesture S1andsalone, itwill be seenasjust
tbrowiaJI-y ata problem. Her symbollcactloa, .lready being identified
I>y_ .. a rah respoase 10 a problel1l I"iDI mucb deeper tban one
yearbook, wllhuutlnjust that, a symbolic action.
ctenect!nltCel .... Deededaad received a slatemeat about the presenLIt
now receive one abootlhe ruture.
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SAURUSEquals Fun
Letter to the Voice: cut College's own heavy metal
monsters, SAURUS. I can over-
look the drab contents of the piece,
I can even bring myself to look
beyond the sub-elementary school
writing style of Mr. Roger Gural;
what I cannot let slide is the misin-
formation and slander that Mr.
Gural spews out regarding SAU-
RUS.
Firstly, if the author would have
done his homework, he would have
known that SAURUS is ~
spelled in lower case letters, SAD-
RUS should always be spelled in
capitals, it's much more macho,
and that's important to realize when
you're talking about SAORUS;
they are.YS<Q:macho .
Mr. Gural then suggests that
SAURUS is a "wimpy self-par-
ody."] read this part of the article to
the band members ofSAURUS and
realized that none of us had any idea
what a "self-parody" was. Tyranus
(lead singer of SAURUS) sug-
gested that we "Use a thesaurus «
find out the true inner meaning OJ
this thought provoking statemem
made by Mr. Gural." Naturally. we
called on the SAURUS drummer,
THE-, to provide SAURUS and
myself wi th aproper synonym from
the thesaurus. His response was
that "self-parody" meant a "whim-
sical imitation of ones own per-
son." Oh. the rage from the band
after that statement was clarified!
Bronto (bassist of SAURUS) was
heard to say, "How dare Roger
Gural suggest that SAURpS is
imitating itself! What does that
even mean? If! knew boy, would I
be really mad then!" Stegga (lead
axeman for SAURUS) suggested
that "We just go beat up the putz
and be done with the whole thing!"
However THE-, in very THE-like
fashion, put the entire incident into
perspective when he suggested that
possibly Mr. Gural does not under-
stand the purpose of SAURUS. He
said. "SAURUS attempts to tackle
the issues surrounding heavy metal
stereotypes. It is a three step proc-
ess: I) acknowledgement, 2) un-
derstanding, and 3) acceptance of
heavy metal as a true artistic me-
dium." However, if these words of
wisdom are too difficult for Mr.
Gural to understand, I will translate
for him: SAURUS=FUN! It's re-
ally too bad that Mr. Gural can't see
this for himself, maybe he should
try a little of that self-parody to
remedy this problem.
The article entitled "Off the Rec-
ord: Tad is a Large Band With a
Large Man"published in the May I
edition of the Voice, was entirely
. misleading in respect to Connecti-
Boredom Fuels
Violence at Conn
Letter to the Voice:
Chuck. In response to your article, ("Will Conn Be Boring Forever?"
5/1/90) I have a little tale to tell. Last year myself and some friends were
having a gleeful time one night in my first floor room in Harkness dorm.
It was rather late and we were celebrating the end of exams, etc., when
from out of the foggy thick of the night, there came yells of slurs concern-
ing myself and a band I was associated with. So, myself and a fellow
bandmate who was present, thought this humorous and dashed outside
with intent to chat. We were met by a crowd of about ten brawny lads.
many mug-in-hand. They all began to address us with various names and
phrases. the many-faceted colors of which Ishall tone down for the sake
of public consumption. In brief, they spoke as thus ... "You butt pirates;
you Euro-fags (?); you Commies, why weren't you in the rice paddies; you
homos;" etc.
They then surrounded us and mysteriously their pack grew, the smell of
blood was hot and steamy in their nostrils. The actual concourse, which I
found quite humorous and lively, lasted about twenty minutes, in ·the
course of which I and my friend were shoved repeatedly. This common
and ancient test of masculine bravado was not new to me. One false move
and I would have been a bloody wreck. I was standing on the teetering
threshold of pleasure and pain. At any rate, one amongst the blundering
burly mob took control of the dialogue. After repeating his opinions as to
my sexuality (what indication I have ever given that warranted Lhese
opinions Ido not know) he began to state his central case.
One of my closest friends at Conn. '(the friend who was with me during
the altercation and sharing in it fully) drives a hearse. He is away this
semester, but during the spring oflast year he acquired a beautiful black
'72 Cadillac hearse. The accuser, whom I shall call #6, as this was the
number on his jersey, questioned me as follows: "How many hearses are
there at Conn.?'" To which I replied, in honesty, "One." This he felt was
wrong and logically, therefore he and his cohorts believed me and my
friend to be (the order of the accusations is not indicative of their relative
severity) homosexual, or 'fag' as they called this; Communist· I am a
devout fan of the red-white-and-blue; draft dodger - I was all of four when
Nixon cut the draft; and a Euro-fag, a state or combined state of existence
the meaning of which still eludes me.
The point of this, Chuck. is that no matter how many Fugazis or Big
Dippers come to Conn. in your next three years here (ifyou so choose to
stay) will change 116. He is the old stalwart of drunken tedium. I do not
know if he personally likes Dave Binder. To help change your boredom
here, we can't just malee other people bored. It takes more than Fugazi, I
don't know the answer but it is a hell of a lot more complex, in the end, than
having more bands come. You can't just hurl more cash at something.
America knows that, or should have learned this. As our next year's SAC
chair has said, if an eveDt pleases a lot of people. it's a success. The
problem isn't just #6 and the friends that were with him that night but
rather the fact that most people don 'teven see the evils and problems that
lie in the mind of #6ljlld what he did.
Appropriately,
Niels Rinehart, '91
CONNTHOUGHT ~~
~..
~
1;'
Tutors Exemplify Concern for Educational Excellence ~tof their initiative, the high school
students can improve their grades ~
and confidence. The tutors are at- '"S'O
forded an opportunity 10 briefly ~
step out of their hill top sanctuary ~
and make an appreciative friend
while learning a bit about the New '"d.IiiLondoncommunity. Finally,both ..
institutions gain from the practical '"
relationship which highlights their
concern for educational excellence
as facilitated by their academic
partnership.
As the semester winds down and
all the tutors, who number better
than 120, begin to reflect on their
experiences please consider the
fact that you have taken action so as
to insure that there are positive in-
fluences which are necessary to
successfully combat the abundance
of negative ones in the lives of
many inner-city youths.
.. ... .
Debo Adegblle .
Ctassofl991
It is no longer enough to simply
tell teenagers that education is in
their best interest. Today it must be
demonstrated to them in some sub-
stantive way. I believe that the Tri-
partite Tutorial Program run by our
Office of Volunteer Services is
directed toward this goal. In its
fourth year, the program at New
London High School utilizes Con-
necticut College students an U.S.
Naval Officers from the Groton
Submarine Base as tutors. The
system is simple; after a brief ori-
entation and interview, the tutors
are placed with an appropriate stu-
dent at the high school. The high
school students initiate the process
by requesting the tutorial help from
their Guidance Counselor. Both
the tutor and student agree to meet
twice a week during 45 minute long
study hall periods.
During the first meeting the tu-
tors are required to present a "con-
tract" 10 their new protege. Al-
though the "contract" is very
simple it serves to formalize the
agreement. The "corgracts" also
provide telephone numbers where
the appropriate people can be noti-
fied in the event of an absence or
conflict Our uuorial program is
similar 10programs which exist in
cities across the nation, but the
value of the program does not stem
from its originality; rather it lies in
the enduring commitment. The
relationship which exists between
the college and the high school is
not the result of a wave of White
House propaganda, it is an example
of the active participation which
serves to strengthen the comm unity
for all of us who live in it.
The program's obvious goal,
improved academic performance,
is an important one, yet it should
not be viewed as the end in itself.
There is another latent benefit
which isperhaps more meaningful.
An improved grade can potentially
transmit a signal which transcends
the classroom and suggests some-
thing about the world. Namely,
people who take responsibility for
themselves are more likely to im~
prove their situation than those who
shirk responsibility. Imparting
self-esteem as a reliable role model
who devotes individual attention 10
a struggling high school student can
go far toward arousing the interest
Conn: College
or Country Club?
the students who attended the Fall S.O.A.R.
Conference at Wesleyan and those who ral-
lied fordivestmentat Conn.? And those who
worked so hard in establishing and running
the Conn. College Women's Center? And
those who believed in pursuing academic
ideals and were committed to their science
projects, dance projects, art projects or hon-
ors theses? In essence, where are all of the
interesting people? They are certainly not
represented on these pages. One would
never know that the arts or any love of
academia existed at this school. This is only
reinforced by the inexcusable number of
spelling and
grammatical
errors in the
texts of the
book.
As if this
were not
enough, I feel
compelled to
express my
offense 10 a'----, ..,jl photograph
printed on
page 305. The picture depicts six white guys
made up in blackface with silly grins on their
faces. I found the printing of this picture to be
an insensitive and irresponsible gensture.
This gesture is consistent with the fact that
the new Unity House is not portrayed any-
where on these pages. If Conn. had built a
new campus bar this year, it probably would
have received a full page layout. However,
the establishment of a secure and productive
multicultural center on campus is clearly not
as important 10 the yearbook staff.
What kind of picture are we painting of
Conn. College? What will we remember as
we look back after graduation?
Sue Hewson
Class of 1990
I am writing to express my concerns about
the 1990 edition of Kaine, the college year-
book. I am disappointed in the values which
are reflected in the pages of this book. I
believe that it is valid to turn a critical eye
towards the images portrayed in the yearbook
because such a book serves as a document of
Conn. College life and is shared not only by
current members of the college community
but also by prospective students who happen
to glance through the copies in the Admis-
sions office.
I feel that the recent edition
fails to portray a realistic per-
spective of Conn. College
life. Indeed, it portrays a very
one-sided perspective: a per-
spective which does not ade-
quately reflect my experi-
ences in my four years here.
The phrase "Conn. College
Country Club" comes to
mind. The following is a typi-
cal passage quoted from the
yearbook: "A day in the life of a Conn.
student can be as hectic as driving a stick shift
with a styrofoam cup of hot coffee between
your legs - Or it can be as relaxing as a pina
colada on a sunny day. So whether you spent
this school year with coffee stains on your
Levi's or a hangover and a suntan, we've
captured every type of Conn. student in this
year's candids."
I fail to see the diversity which this state-
ment implies. Oh, there are plenty of pictures
of people holding heer bottles and tanning in
the sun, but where are the pictures of the stu-
dents who attended the Reproductive Rights
Marches on Washington or the students who
demonstrated at environmentalist rallies or
participated in beach clelU)-ups? Where are
In essence, where are all
the interesting people?
They are certainly not
represented on these
pages.
) - "-"-~' - ~-. "'- - - - .
I have always wanted the opportunity 10 publically exclaim about SAC. To stand up and
say: "Look Everyonel Look at all of the time and effort your SAC reps have put in for you.
They should not be la!cen for granted-our campus needs these individuals." These are the
people thai gor up at? a.m. on a Sunday morning to go out and buy all of the food for your
dormbrunch. These are the people who drove all over town geuing signamres from the Cbief
ofPolice,FireMarshaIlandTownClerksothatyoucouldhavealiquorpermit They planned
your Christmas party-boughlaIl ofthedecorations. picked upa tree and scrounged fora Santa
suit They made surethatthere wasa sound system and a D.l .toplay music at your class events,
and thai everyone knew about them.
And !here's more .•. Every SAC rep is responsible for conlribuling in some way to SAC's
aJlcamJ.lllSevems,'Wbich_~bltheSAC&ecutiveB\lafd. Wi\hQlltthecoopel8tion
and ream effort of the SAC Executive Boan:I and the SAC Council, we cou!dn'thave Bar-
ve~est.wlto would run all of the booths. The Winter Formal wouIdn't happen without the
enthusiasm and dedication of everyone in SAC; decorating Cro takes a full 24 hours. Casino
Night, a new.event for Conn. this year, and a big success with the student body was run by
SAC. Over SIXtypeopl~ worlced throughout the nighlto keep the event going.,
OVer the course of this year SAC will have hired nine bands to play on camp1Jsat various
. events,includingFioraIia, SACwillhave
hosted four cultural events as a part of the
"America Series." The campus will have
taken part in two student-faculty events-
up one from last year. Through Club Coca
Colaand theDanceMamthon,both new to
Conn. This year, SAC was able to enter-
tain thestudents while workingforachari-
table cause as well. Combined these
events raised nearly $3,000 for Special
Olympics and MDA. And of course dur-
ing the most stressful weeks of mid-terms
and papers, SAC was there' for you with:
Choco-Fest I and Choco-Fest 2. And not
to forget cartoons in Harris, shown nine
limes this past year.
SAC as an organization, and branch of
SGA maintains a membership of nearly
sixty people. The constituency of SAC as
a wbole, however, goes beyond merely a
single dorm or class, itextends totheentire
s~~ntbody. SAC's philosophy revolvesarDllllll a few fundamental questions. Whai ac-
uviues and events would be bes1 for Connecticut College, and why? SpeciflCa!Iy, what
lectures would have the strong impacton the stoden1body? Whattype8 of events wouldauract
the Jargest audience? What are Connecticut College students going to appreciate, enjoy and
talk about most?
It would be foolish to think that SAC sponsored events are going to please everyone.
However, it is SAC's responsibility to provide enough diverse events over the course of the
year so that all students are intereSted and excited by some of the opportunities presented to
them. I believe that SAC hasaccomplished lhisoverthe past year,and yet, I would never say
thai there weren't mistakes along the way. Ilhink it is at this point where the responsibility
for planning and decision-making should not rest solely on the shoulders of the Executive
Board and Council. As Connecticut College students, conttibuting to the Student Activities
Budget, Iwould urgeeveryonewith ideas andconcernsabouteventsto aitend SAC meetings.
They are open to the public, and suggestions and discussionlltC-always encouraged. Your
input will make a difference.
Furthermore,l do not hesitate to add that there are many other clubs and organizations on
this campus, most of which are required by their constirotions to maintain a specific focus.
To~ether they ,too, bring an enonnous variety of events to Conn., and they shouldn't go un-
nonced. Student life at Connecticut College is run and developed solely by students- it's
unique, it's exciting, and it's innovative. Without it, Conn. would be boring.
Although it would be foolish 10
suggest that this type of revelation
is consciously acknowledged by
the high school students it is, none-
theless, worthy of mention. It
would be foolish 10 suggest that
tutorial programs
• , , people who take re- are panaceas
sponsibiIity for them- which have the
selves are more likely power to immu-
nize the nation's
to improve their situ- public schools,
ation than those who but there is a tan-
h
, k ' •• gible justifica-
S Ir responslbdJty tion for thesepro-
grams independ-
ent of the youthful idealism which
most of us left behind in Mr. Rogers
Neighborhood. Even if we confine
ourselves to the most fundamental
benefits that the program yields, it
is easy to recognize that tutorial
programs are mutually beneficial to
all participants. Slowly, by virtue
which all of us need to generate in
order 10succeed at our academics.
IronicaJly, many tutors experi-
ence anxiery before their first ses-
sion. I know that I did, but this
stress is unwarranted. Certainly a
tutor is not
meant to be a
second
teacher who
is an expert in
algebra, his-
tory, or chem-
istry. A tutor
is more like a
caring friend
with good study habits and an
abundance of patience. Any tutor
who relies solely on an improved
grade performance as the measure
of their effort is missing the true
spirit of their contribution. Un-
doubtedly an improved grade is a
sparse offering if it is detached
from the
.broader lesson
.of how to
achieve,
which, over
time,leads to a
sense of
higher self-es-
teem.
SAC Does
Make A
Difference
J_Thomma
C1lalr orSAC
. ...,. '.. . .......
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Intern Advises Campus About
Awareness Issues
byKarm Hole
TbeCoIIege Voke
.~.;; This year's freshman orientation
" included a showing of the movie
~ "Someone You Know" and dis-
8 cussions with representatives from
" theWomen'sCenterofSoutheast-
~ em Connecticut - both addressing
the issue of sexual assault. "We're
working to improvethispanof ori-
entation for next year," said Karen
Joyce, '92. "Many of us come
from battering and abusive rela-
tionships, despite the fact that
we're at Connecticut College and
people think it can 't happen here."
Joyce is the 1989-90 Philip
Goldberg Intern at the Women's
Center of Southeastern Connecti-
cut. The Philip Goldberg Intern-
ship Program is a unique memorial
to Goldberg, a'community activist
and professor of psychology.
Funded by the Student Govern-
ment Association and supported
admimistratively by the Office of
Volunteers for Community Serv-
ice, this program creates a strong
link between college and commu-
nity.
As liaison between Connecticut
College and the Women's Center
of Southeastern Connecticut,
Joyce's mission is to promote
campus awareness of sexual as-
saultand domestic violence issues.
Her internship involves many
projects.
The main event sponsored by the
Philip Goldberg Intern at the
Women's Center first semester was
a mock rape trial held last Novem-
ber 29. Two students volunteered
to act out the parts of the plaintiff
and the defendant. Two lawyers
from New London volunteered
their time to try the "case," as did
Connecticut Superior Court Judge
Michael Hurley. 'The purpose of
this event." says Joyce. "was to
make people aware of how a sexual
assault case and a victim of sexual
assault are treated from the legal
standpoint."
Connecticut College students
also volunteer at the Rape Crisis
Hotline. They volunteer child care
for battered women's support
groups at the Norwich Women's
Center and for the divorce support
group in New London. Connecti-
cut College volunteers also began
child care work at the Women's
Center of Southeastern Connecti-
cut's Genesis House.
For Women's Awareness Week,
Joyce co-sponsored a coffeehouse
with People Organized for
Women's Rights. Cyd Siotoroff, a
folk' singer who sings about
women's issues. was invited to
sing, as were student performers.
Also, buttons were distributed at
the post office to increase student
awareness of sexual assault.
Joyce is also a liaison' be-
tween the Women's Center
of Southeastern Connecticut
and the Women's Center on
campus. As such, she is a
member of the "Implernen-
tative Collective," com-
prised of three students and
two professors. The group is
associated with the
Women's Studies Depart-
ment, acts as and "executive
board" for POWR, and pub-
lishes the newsletter A Dif-
ferent Voice.
As a final project as Philip
Goldberg Intern, Joyce will
co-sponsor a Men's Aware-
ness group with POWR.
This group holds workshops
specifically for men dealing
with a man's responses to
rape. These forums stress
creating a safe environment
for men to deal with the is-
sues of sex ual assault.
"Many times when these
issues are discussed," con-
cludes Joyce, "men take the.
defensive and feel as if they
arebeingauacked. With this .
workshop, I am hoping that
men will have a chance to
work things out [in an envi-
ronment] where th",e::!y~fee~l.....!===========================!
safe to do so." r-
Floralia xm was a huge success despite the threat of rain.,
and students revelled and danced to the sounds of rock,
reggae and blues bands playing in the library Amphitheater.
The festivities were a more than welcome break from writing
papers and studying for final exams.
Members Sing Praises
of Conn Chords
by Susan Feuer
The College Voice
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I caught Gillian Smith,'90. at a busy time.
The pitch of the Conn Chords would perform
with the group in three hours at the Fanning
TakeoverCommemeration, and the group is
preparing for next week's concert She still
had insight about the Chords, and she let me
attend a rehearsal to fmd out for myself what
makes the Conn Chords what they are.
The eleven member group includes Smith,
Liz O'Donoghue, '90, Rebecca Marshall,
'90, Eliza Polly, '90, Shannon Gregory, '91,
Lauren Carr, '91, and Malia Scott, '91, Terri
Jax, '92, Carter Wood. '93, Sarah Robson,
'93, and Dinah Steward. '93. Smith ex-
plained, "There is always anxiety about the
graduating members; how it.will affect the
group. But we're a strong group, with strong
freshmen this year."
Smith believes that the group has made a
lot of progress this year. "We're feeling
really good about where we've gotten to."
She feels that the members have been listen-
ing to each other more. She pointed out that
the Schwiffs have strong solo voices and are
able to blend nicely. Previously, the Conn
Chords have had problems with solos. But
they have made efforts to listen and work
with each other. And the efforts have paid
off.
Smith noted that members of the group
have become "more musical, in addition to
better performers." Smith explained that the
Chords do quite a bit of campus performing.
Last semester they performed six times on
canipus and twice off. They road-tripped to
Boston, where they performed in Faneuil
Hall and on Part Street, where they put out a
hat and just sang. Smith commented that in
the spring it is harder for the group to travel,
, because there is more going on in the dance,
.-c 739·3386
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music, and drama departments. The Chords
sing for the comm unity, in nursing homes
and hospitals. At Christmas, the group sang
for the patients at the Norwich Psychiatric
Hospital. Next week they will be back in
Boston with Claire Gaudiani, '66, president
of the college, who is attending an alumni
fundraiser.
In addition to performing, the Conn
Chords have been working on making a
tape. They recorded a month ago in Dana
-Hall. Unfortunately there was an equipment
failure and they discovered a buzzing noise
on the tape. The group tried again, but the
second time half of the group was sick .
Smith said they have scheduled one more
session, during finals week. The tape wil\
not be ready until next year. Smith is "dis-
appointed that it won't be out earlier, but
described the recording as a "bonding expe-
rience. We spent seven hours together one
day."
TheChords are working with a whole new
repertoire of songs this year. Smith ex-
plained, "It is always rough in the fall, to
teach the freshmen the old pieces, so we
won't lose them, while updating our songs."
Smith adds, "We have to love what we sing,
because we listen to the tapes over and over
again."
When practicing songs; the Chords may
do one song two to three times, altering it
each time. They also assign parts of the
songs to specific people. The members feel
free to comment honestly about how the
song went.
They support one another and encourage
each otherto audition for solos. There is an
atmosphere of friendship within the group.
Polly believes that "Being in Conn Chords
is just like life at Connecticut College ... a
little stress ... a lot of happiness, a lot offun
and a lot of friendship."
CONNECTICUT VIEW t
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Local Church Chairs Mission of Mercy f
time it was deemed that a permanent minis- ;;'I
try was needed. '<_~
The ministry opened a Mission House in
Port au Prince, capital of Haiti, in July, 1l=
1987. It is staffed by a nun of the Assump- ;,
tion and a lay co-worker. The Mission- "-
House was necessary, said Canning,"to ~
really know the needs or the Haitian people
... to be more present to them:' ."
~The relationship, however, is never one- .•
sided. Canning fen into the sewage pit '"
when she went out to the countryside to
view the water source a missionary was
using. In order to get into the hills, it was
necessary to cross a river by walking across
rocks.
Canning explained, "Having experi-
enced what I had experienced the day be-
fore, Iwas not willing to cross this river on
stones."
She continued, "A Haitian man came
along ... [and] smiled ... he carried me
across that river ... waited until I returned
and carried me back."
"He never asked for a thing," she added.
"Very often you hear that people will give
yOU the shirt off of their back, but rarely do
you have someone give you their back."
Interested students should contact the
mission office of the Diocese of Norwich.
The six million people of Haiti face many
challenges in their struggle for a decentexis-
tence, Canning explained. "The land is
mountainous, [making] transportation and
communication difficult:' Trees have been
cut down for food and housing, allowing the
nation's soil to erode into the sea. Health
care is poor and the water is contaminated.
83 percent of the population is illiterate.
Political turmoil on the island rnakessolv-
ing these problems difficult, said Canning.
She continued, "Since 1986, Haiti has had
fourdifferentgovemments ... and has never
had a true democratic election."
The diocese first became interested in
Haiti in 1981, when DanielP. Reilly,Bishop
of Norwich, "went down to Haiti and became
touched by the people ... and saw their
poverty," explained Canning. Lay people
r-r- ----:=-_::- -, joined the group and
Restaurant Review: "gradually we began to
make yearly trips," Can-
ning recalled.
Afteratripin 1983,"We
felt that something should
be set up to coordinate the
channeling of funds and
supplies," said Canning. A
task force was formed
which remained in place
fora year and a half. Auba;
by Randall Lucas
Tbe College Voice
On her first trip to Haiti, Sister Marilyn
Canning fen into a sewer. "They have open
sewage trenches in Citesolay,' she ex-
plained. "I was nervous because I had been
cut and I knew you could become ill:'
Canning continued, "Everyone was trying
to take care of me when it suddenly occuned
to me that these people encounter the same
thing every day ... little children walk out
of the house and fall into this sewage ditch
... their parents pick them up, wash them,
and pray that they won't get sick:'
Canning is the director of Haitian Minis-
tries for the Diocese of Norwich, which
established the ministry in 1985. Canning
described the purpose of the ministry as
"channeling goods to Haiti ... medical sup-
plies and school supplies:' The ministry
"looks for needs" and meets them through
small projects.
"We work through Haitians," Canning
said, "and missionaries who nave been there
a while."
One project the ministry is supporting is
an orphanage for girls, run by Pauia
Thybulle, who provides the girls with "hous-
ing, clothing, food, and values," explained
Canning. Before this program was created,
the girts who now live with Thybulle would
have been kept in a detention center,
The ministry also educates the diocese
about the plight of the Haitian people by
sponsoring three yearly tours of Haiti as a
..third world consciousness raising experi-
ence," Canning stated.
"EAT" Marks the Spot
notronic (?!). So you can pick out Overall, I was impressed. The
some classic songs like "If Whis- portions were large enough to cure
key Was a Woman" and "I Sang justaboutanyone'smunchies,and
"EAT." That's what the large Dixie," sit down, and get ready to the bill left me enough quarters to
neon sign that welcomes visitors to "EAT." do a few loads of laundry. Be-
Rosie's Diner in Groton ;':::':":::-~:":::':"'_-~-----~"":'-:;sides, you can order a raw
says. Not "Eat at Rosie's" Rosie'sat a Glance. onion or two slices of cheese
or even just "Rosie's ala carte!
Diner," but "EAT." For On a scale of one to five stars, . Andhowcouidiforgetthe
many people, this could be Rosie'srates the following: waitresses? They are truly
awarningthatRosie'sisthe classic. Expect the wait-
gateway to a gastrointesti- W~ - * * * * resses to call you "honey" at
nal hell - but it is not. And Fastservice plus the latest gossip least once while you are
formanyhungryConnecti- on the regulars (?!) there, and if you visit often
cut College students, it is enough.feel free tocaU them
only the beginning. . F*-* * * by their first names as most
The dineritself is situated of the regulars do. When I
right off the highway after It'sgreat, but you can only stand asked one of the waitresses
New London crosses into SO much grease. how long Rosie's had been
Groton. Open 24 hours, it p~ - * * * * there, she replied, "Well
looks just like a real diner Low enough to make anybody honey, I think since the late
should-anoldsilvertrailer forties, but I'm not sure.
that looks as if it had been smile. We're the oldest [diner]
dropped there by accident. A ~ ** * around that I know of:'
Forget "Mel's Diner" from But just what was the con-
TV. "Mel's" was never a How can you beat Randy Travis? sensus of the other Conn
real diner, anyway. It was students at Rosie's that
eally just a cheesy restaurant. Needless to say, the prices at night? "Most impressive," said
osie's is the real thing. Rosie's top all. Aquarrer-pound one. "Quite greasy (and good),"
As you enter Rosie's, you are cheeseburger is only $1.40, a said another. Athirdwastoobusy
truck immediately by two things - steak hoagie $4.75, and a large ordering up another plate of home
the diner's smaIl size and its over- bowlofchiliisjust$1.25. Recom- fries to comment
helming use of the color green. mended as the "best" by some of So if you evergetwriter's block
he decor consists of lots of green Rosie's regulars were the bacon during that monstrous term paper
tile, worn linoleum countertops and cheeseburgers, home fries, corned at three in the morning, it is rec-
ircular neon lights. (Okay, so it beef, pancakes, and (need I say it?) ommendedthatyou roll onover to
oesn't have lots of flags like the coffee. I thought it would be Rosie's, order a heaping plate of
HOP. You can't have everything.) difficult to find someplace that fries, put some Randy Travis on
• ere is also an old jukebox by the used more grease than Harris, butl the jukebox, and do what the dis-
OOrthatgives you.eleven plays for found it The food was hot, fresh, tinctive Rosie's sign says 10:
dollar. 1Is selection ranges from and yes, greasy, but you have got "EAT:'
he Judds to Frank Sinatra to Tech- to expect that of typical diner fare.
by Carla Cannlzaro
The College Voice
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Student
Leaders
Pledge
~Pro-Active
~
~ Stance
E'<
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of the dissolution of apartheid.
Castell said. "The trustees
wanted to stress the importance
that just because we've divested
doesn't mean that we've done Out
job." He encouraged students to •
continue education effons and ~
keep abreast of issues concerning e
South Africa. ~
Claire Gaudiani, '66. president ';l
of the college. acknowledged the ~
campus involvement on this issue. :t
''This community has shown wis- ~
dom, patience and a willingness to ~
struggle and suffer with this issue-
to study it and make a courageous
decis ion." . I f S . apresident-e ect 0 ociety rgan-
Gaudiani added. "With this de- ized Against Racism. said. "I am
cision, wecannowawaitthe signal really elated that the trustees took
10return to South Africa with eco- this step." She also urged contin-
nomic and social support when ued education. saying. "Events are
needed. The decision also re- changing dav to day. and we con-
sponds to the stantly need
needs of the'/' d like to thank and to reevaluate
whole college applaud the trustees on our position
community to re- and the edu-
solve this issue. their decision, and I cation needs
and especially the want to assure [them] to conunue."
needs of the stu- Senior stu-
dents who have that the issue is not dent leaders
been so respon- dead. ' such as Dawn
sible in their work • Sherwyn Smith, '90, Gundlach.
onourSouthAfri- '90. vice
can policies." president ofUMOJA president of
Elated reac- L-:-,. ... SOAR. and
tions from student leaders were Sue Howson. '90. president of
widespread as a result of the news. SOAR. were also thrilled that the
In an open Student-Trustee Liai- college made this decision.
son Committee meeting. Sherwyn Said Howson. "I just feel so
Smith. '90. president of UMOJA. proud to graduate from a morally
said. "I'd like to thank and applaud responsible institution." She
the trustees on their decision. and I added. "I'm really impressed by
want to assure the trustees that the the amount of input and kind of
issue is not dead." inflluence students have on this
Smith siressed that although "we campus."
got our hands a little cleaner." Gundlach viewed the decision as
commiUed effons against apan- "a reaffirmation of the fact that
heid should not cease because the Conn College is working towards
college no longer invests in South something better." and added."It·s
Africa. a great graduation gift."
Jacqueline SOleropoulos. '92. In 1986 the trustees decided to
IIlchSta,;. "3
Summer Program
Advances With Funds
and Counselors
Planning for the Connecticut
College High School Students'
Advancement program is well
underway.asevidentby recent an-
nouncements concerning coun-
selor selections and the award of a
iargegranL
The 1990 session wiD begin on
July 9 and end July 27. This
unique program convenes ap-
proximately 90 minority inner-
city tenth·grade students and their
high school teachersto the college
for three weeks of college-level
academic study.
Students select one out of five
study areas LOpursue. This year
the area choices are computer sci-
ence. economics and political is-
sues. 'anthropology and conrem-
partially divest. Said Gaudiani, porary human issues. ensemble
"The Board resolved to divest the workshop or Hispanic literature
college's holdings. in companies and the United States.
that did not subscribe to the Sulli- In addition 10 one course. the
van Principles. Also at that time. students attend workshops on col-
the Board resolved that the college lege admissions procedures. fi-
would not invest in any banks that nancial aid. career planning and
made loans to the South African social issues.
government or its agencies. nor in AccordingtoLeonDunklin. '90.
any company that sold strategic this year's coordinator. the pro-
products or services to the govern- gram's most important goals are
ment military or police of South "10 increase the )XlO1of minority
Africa." I Students at Connecticut College
and at colleges throughout the
U.S.... and "to reach students who
are struggling. not those who are in
the LOpten percent of their class."
Likewise, one of the ten COun-
selors. Ratiya Ruangsuwana, '93
who attended a sirnilar program i~
New York City, insisted. "Nothing
else would have given me such an
incentive to go on to college."
Encouragement for theprogram
is evident. Tracy Veal. '90. one of
the two assistant coordinators.
said. "The fact that we're going to
have (the program] again shows
that suppon is definitely appar-
ent."
Another sign of support for the
program comes from large altruis-
tic foundations. such as the Bos- ,
ton-basedfessie B. Cox Charitable
Trust, which has recently awarded
a $25,000 grant 10 the program.
This grant will help the 34 SlU
dents Who are expected to attendl
from the Boston area.
The assistant coordinators are
Mario Laurenzi, '90. and Tracy
Veal. '90. The counselors are De-
bora Michleson. '91. Trudy
Luxana, '93. Shauntay Williams.
'92. Ratiya Ruangsuwana, '93,
Xolani Zungu, '93. Brian Lamont]
'92. Warren Wells, '92. Joseph1
Shepley. '91. Anadri Chisolm. '92.
and Yadira Rodriguez;93. " .
1990 SGA Board Appoints Two Final
Members Pending Assembly Approval
position experience and an understanding ofboth the
issues and the workings of student government,"
read the press release.
The board cited Vig's experience as a member of
the Student Response LOthe Strategic Plan Commit-
teeas a primary reason forsclecting him. Inaddition,
he was formally assistant to Kevin Dodge. '92. Cut-
rent presidential associate.
According LOthe press releases. five highly quali-
fied candidates submitted informational question-
naires for each position.
Both the parliamentarian and thepresidential asso-
ciate are vOling positions of the Assembly and the
SGA executive board.
by Sarah HunUey
News Editor
Theprocess of establishing next year' s SGAexecu-
tive hoard neared completion this week. as John
Maggiore. '9 I. president of SGA. announced his ap-
pointments for the final two positions.
The elected members of the executive board have
approved Shannon Gregory. '9 I. house senator of
Harkness. for parliamentarian and Raj Vig, '93. for
presidential associate. Both appointments are pend-
ing the confirmation of next year's Assembly.
Gregory has been an active member of SGA this
year. "[Her past involvement) promises to bring to the
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. Students and Administration ~..
Cite Lack of Diversity in Koine i
'party animals' or alcoholics would §
be unfortunate, and the overbearing Ol::
presence of alcohol in the book does ~
a great disservice to the entire Con- ::
necticut College community." :g
Gundlach said, "Conn College is C
not 'Animal House. ... "tl
Gardner said that signs request- ~
ing candids were posted, but "only "
about five or ten people donated
pictures and we had to fill about
twenty pages."
The fact was also raised that the
yearbook is a primary source of
information for prospective stu-
dents and their families. Copies of
past yearbooks are kept in the ad-
missions office.
Gaudiani strongly upheld the
students' complaints. She said, "If
it's not your yearbook as a senior
class, then it's notour yearbook or
my yearbook." Sheadded, "I'd like
you to have a yearbook, rather than
a teaching device on insensitivity."
Although the idea of a supple-
ment instead of a replacement year-
book arose, Gaudiani said, "I
would strongly urge you to tell the
dean [Robert Hampton 1 and me
that you don't want a supplement,
you want a new yearbook."
Discussion also centered upon
the selection process of staff mem-
bers and the $12,000 allocation of
funds from the Student Activities
Fund.
The students recognized that
some parts of the yearbook were
positive and hope to incorporate
them into the new book. Said
Gaudiani, "We ought to honor
[positive aspects 1and use that good
work."
When told of the new yearbook,
Gardner commented, "I wish that
those people had been involved in
the original planning. I would have
loved to have their help and input."
One advantage is that events
such ascommencement and Senior
Week can be included because of
the later deadline. Some schools,
such as Wesleyan, mail yearbooks
in August for this reason.
A meeting will be held at 5:00
p.m. on Wednesday in Ernst for all
seniors interested in participating
in the new yearbook project.
NEWS
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of their lack of sensitivity and lack
of knowledge."
Tbe trustees became aware of the
situation at an open Student-Trus-
tee Liaison Committee meeting,
when Lauren Aguiar, '90,
housefeUow of Marshall, used the
photo as an example of the need for
race-awareness workshops on
campus. Aguiar commented, "I
dare say ignorance and insensitiv-
ity are alive and well on this earn-
pus,"
Although it was not her intent to
raise the yearbook controversy to
the agenda, the trustees at the meet-
ing were shocked and visibly dis-
tressed by the photo.
In an interview, Eric Filler, '90.
Heather Gardner, '90, co-editors
of the yearbook, and Amanda
Geller, '90, photo editor, were
sympathetic to the issues raised.
Said Filler, "Regardless of the in-
tentions, we realize that it's wrong,
and we are sorry if we offended
Campus Marks Anniversary
of the 1986 Fanning Takeover
The Assembly began the final meeting of the year by receiving candy courtesy of
the Student Activities Council.
During the officer's reports, Carla Munroe, '90, SGA president, noted thal the
restrictions which allow the Voice to speak with the adminislllltion only tbrough the
officeofCollegeRelationswas a "significantproblem" and pledged toraisetheissue
at the student-trustee liaison meeting.
Jeannie Thomma, '90, chair of SAC, gave a fmai note on Floralia Day.
The Assembly then leopened discussioo on the proposal of the Ad-Hoc Commit-
- tee of Student Governance. Most of the debate ceotered on a proposed amendment
by JohnMaggiore, '91, housesenalllrofLazrus. Theamendrnent was voteddowD
1-26-0. The proposal itself passed unaninaousl . The proposal changed various
institutions of SGA and altered the exisrenceof certain committees.
MaggiorereadadraftoftheAssembly'sopen IeuertothecoDegecommunity. The
letter outlines accompli.shments of the body and goals which merit future concern.
Several minor changes in wording were made by several assembly members. The
letter was presented to the trustees 31their May 5 meeting.
~ong ihose accomplisbments included in the letter were academic concerns
such as the establishment of an elecledchair of academic affairs, accomplislmJeDts
conceming.suchastheprohibitionofsmokingatpublicpaniesandtheincreaseduse
of the recycling boxes and recycleseal. AIsoincluded in theletterwere issues which
merit furtber concern. Among these issues were expanding the counselling SIlIlf,
continuing with plans to enrich student1iCe and continuing diversity awareness in
every facet of the schoo1.
Tl3CCYVa1Iana. '9O,seniorelasspmident,presentedaresolationcontainingrules
for the election of a graduation speaker. The vague and unprecendented process
came uncter scrutiny wben this year's election was contested, .
An SGA meeting with thenew execUlive board will be beld'l1lur:sday 316:45 p.m.
in the Unity Multipurpose Room.
Continue.dfrom p. 1
administration of Connecticut Col-
lege," he said.
"In an overwhelmingly white
school population, we felt we did
not have the opportunity to interact
with peers in a productive way,"
Tuitt said, in regard to the reasons
leading up to the takeover.
April Greene. '90, speaking as a
resident of New London, said that
the takeover raised the awareness
and consciousness of racial issues
of many living within the city.
Edward Brodkin, professor of
history, was involved in thenegoti-
ating process between the students
and the administration of the 1986
takeover. He "aid that the proper
way was not always the easy way to
accomplish a goal. "What hap-
pened in '86 was proper and neces-
sary." said Brodkin.
Howson stated her concern that
students presently at Conn are not
informed of the work put into at-
taining the demands such as the
Affirmative Action Office, the re-
location of Unity House, the cur-
riculum changes, the diversity
awareness panel during freshman
orientation, and the racial and sex-
ual harassment policies.
"Although a great many of the
demands have been met," said
Howson, "a primary aspect has not
been fulfilled: the enrichment of
minority faculty and staff."
"I hope that students don't be-
come complacent." she com-
mented, "because history has a
tendency of repeating itself. In
1972 the Black Student Union took
over Fanning Hall for the sarne
reasons that it was done in 1986."
In past years. the anniversary of
the takeover has been marked by
activities, including a rally .a panel
discussion with the people in-
volvedin the actual takeover, anda
commerative chapel service.
anyone,"
Although Filler added, "We are
not trying to justify it," Geller ex-
plained that the photo was submit-
ted for a privately-funded student
page. "It was not a picture chosen
by the yearbook staff," she said.
Gardner said that the offensive
picture was "one of the last things to
be submitted."
Jacqueline Soteropolous, '92,
president-elect of SOAR, said,
"We take offense not only that the
students submitted the picture for
publication. but that the editor of
the yearbook was so shortsighted as
to not see how offensive this would
be."
The editors expressed concern
thatopen dialogue had not occurred
at the time of the interview and said
that they would encourage commu-
nication.
At a Saturday afternoon meeting,
another complaint was raised re-
garding inaccuracy. Apparently
many names are misspelled, ma-
jors are incorrect and faculty de-
partments are incomplete and re-
versed.
Many of the fifty people at the
meeting were displeased with the
representation of senior class mem-
bers in the yearbook.
Geller responded to this general
complaint. "I think unfortunately
the yearbook will never represent
everybody," she said.
Doriell.arrier, '90,housesenator
of Unity, said that people viewing
the book would think, "Oh, only
about 80 people went to this
school."
Students voiced their fears that
the college would be considered to
have a party atmospherebecauscof
a large percentage of pictures in-
volving drinking.
Peter Simpson, '90, said that
people could perceive Connecticut
College students as "a bunch of.
drunken bigots who have no idea
what they're doing in college."
In an additional interview,
Simpson said, ''The people I know
shown drinking or intoxicated in
the candid section are diligent, pro-
ductive students who drink to re-
ward themselves after hard work,
Their being perceived as mere
•
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Development Office Faces
Endowment Challenge
tion of the college, Clapham be-
came dean of institutional advance-
ment, which allowed him to playa
policy role in her administrative
cabinet.
However, after less than a year at
the college, Clapham resigned
unexpectedly.
Two searches were held to re-
place Clapham, and for a year the
development office was without a
permanent director. Jane Bre-
deson, the present secretary of the
college, acted as director in the in-
terim. During the time, one other
candidate was offered the position,
but turned it down.
Although Cui benson has little
management experience and has
never been in charge of an entire
development program, he is very The eleventh annual conference for Hispanics in
confident and energetic. Higher Education, titled "'From Aspirations to Real-
When asked about the history of ity'" was held on April 27 in the Cummings Art Center. .
the office, Culbertson said, "The The conference, sponsored by the Connecticut Asso-
pastdoesn'tconcemmeasmuchas ciation of Latin Americans in Higher Education
the future does," and added, "I'm (CAHALE), addressed the need for incentive for and
very optimistic about the future of retention of Latin American students, especially those
this place." pursuing degrees in education.
Of his working relationship with The number of Connecticut African-Americans and
Gaudiani, Culbertson said, "To me Hispanics earning a bachelor's degree in education
she's a development officer's presi- declined by 50 percent between 1983 and 1988.
dent ... she's committed to devel- The day began with workshops centering upon all
oprnent. .. and she's damned good aspects of the educational field.
at development." Grissel Hodge, director of Unity House and a New
Some of the issues that face Cul- London resident, was honored by CALAHE at the
benson are a relatively new devel- conference with an award applauding her work.
opmenl staff and outdated com- Numerous members of the college community were
puler equipment and organiza- present to congratulate Hodge on her recognition.
tional structure. Lili~~~;;--;-;;d,liti.;;;:o;;i:"~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
CuI benson's key concern is the thirty days. In addition, Cul- I
endowment, which he believes benson hopes to enlist student par-
needs to be tripled. He plans to ticipation in fundraising.
begin a major campaign next year. Cui benson believes that with
"My special thing is capital cam- proper direction, the college can
paigns," he said. increase the endowment.
"I'm committed to two things: In addition to the problems ofthe
hiring more students and hiring college's individual Development
more alumni," he said. CuI benson Office, the poor slate of New Eng-
has already hired three alumni and land's economy could become a
plans to hire a fourth in the next factor in theendowmentcampaign.
CALAHE
Conference
Addresses
Educational
Concerns of
Latino Students
cO
"~
~ by Jacquelloe SoIBopoulos
,~ __ sped__ .._.._'lbe__ C_oI_...._V_oke__
~ With an endowment signifi-
~ cantly smaller than comparable
.~ insritutions and two searches in the
~~ past year for a new director, the
~ college's development office has a8 history of disaster. There is little
.l! doubt that Steven Culbertson, the
... new director of development,
faces an arduous task.
In thefuture.thedeveloprncnt of-
fice will playa critical role in fi-
nancing the college's new $39 mil-
lion Strategic Plan.
The development office began in
·the 1960's under a single officer,
John Detrnold, and a small secretar-
ial staff, Detmold, known as a "one
man band," ran the office based on
hisowncontacts. After ten years of
service to the college, Detmold left
to work at Smith College.
The next major figure in the his-
tory of the development office was
Roy Dickinson Welch, Jr., who
attempted to professionalize opera-
tions by adding staff under the di-
rector. Welch divided the office
into sections including Annual
Giving, Capital Gifts, Corporation
and Foundation Gifts, and Planned
Giving. Welch leftthe college after
one year.
The first capital campaign since
the \950's was launched during the
presidency of Oakes Ames with
David Edwards as director of de-
velopment Edwards completed
the professionalization of the office
and was in charge of the $25 million
campaign. Eventually, under
Edwards' leadership, the campaign
increased its goal to $30 million,
and ultimately raised $32 million.
Edwards oversaw the expansion of
annual giving, and involved alumni
in fundraising. He left in June 1987
at the end of the campaign.
Lois Carlson, assistant director
in charge of capital gifts, was made
acting director of development:
when Edwards left. Carlson was a
candidate for the appointment but
left the college after another candi-
date was offered the position.
Lynn Clapham was appointed in
the spring of \988 by Claire Gaudi-
ani, '66, current presidentof the col-
lege. Clapham was Gaudiani's first
major appointmeru as president.
Clapham, characterized as "a
highly respected professional"
from Kenyon College in Ohio, had
a Ph.D. from Harvard and taught
Near Eastern studies.
Under Gaudiani's corporatiza-
c
Grissel Hodge, director .(Unlty and award recipient
The keynote speaker, Martha Montero-Sieburth,
assistant professor at Harvard University, pre-
sented a lecture, "The Attainment of Hispanics in
Higher Education: What Will it Take?"
Sieburth spoke of continuing education as a
"pipeline," which becomes "stagnated" as Latin
American students travel through it.
Some of the problems ci ted by Sieburth are type-
casting and rnonotyping. The widespread belief that
all Hispanics are from the same area is incorrect; in
fact, there are twenty-three recognized Latino na-
tions.
Sieburth questioned the term "minority" and
asked, "Who put the label on, and is it an appropri-
ate label at this time?"
Concluded Sieburth, "It really takes more than
changing the syllabus; it really takes a concentrated
effort."
This thought summarized the intent ofCALAHE
to promptposiuve acuon in achieving total equality
in education for Latin Americans.
by Matt Vlnlsko
1beCollege..Vol<:e
Carol-Carmen Burch, assistant professor of anthropology and
botany, presentedapaper, "Seeds and Deeds in the Asian Tropical
Forest," in the session on ethnobiology and conservation at the
annual conference of the Society ofEthnobiology, held atArizona
State University during spring break. A special review of the
papers will appear in the journal Diversity.
,
Arthur Ferrari, professor of sociology and director of the High
School Students Summer Advancement Program, will deliver a
presentation about the program to the Third Annual Conference on
Racial and Ethnic Relations in American Higher Education. The
conference will be held June I -5 in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Ferrari
will also participate in a panel discussion of college/middleschool
partnerships at the annual meeting of the American Association
for Higher Education in Chicago June 18.
r-----------------~--,
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New One Hour Photo in Downtown New London.
Specializing in
one hour photo developing
custom enlorgements
frames and photo albums
Martha Myers, professor of dance, participated in a panel,
"Broadening the Concepts of Dance Training," at the American
College Dance Festival Association, New England Regional Fes-
tival at Smith College on Feb. 23-25. In addition, Myers will be
among the national faculty of professional artists and teachers
presenting workshops at the 1990 National College Dance Festi-
val "Dance for a New Decade," in Denton, Texas May 18-22.
FREE5x7 enlargement of
graduation picture with Conn ID
Robert E. Proctor, professor of Italian, read a paper on "The
studia humaniuuis: Contemporary Scholarship and Renaissance
Ideals" at the Annual Meeting of the Renaissance Society of
America at Victory College, Toronto University on April 5-8.VECTORMARKETING CORPORA"r/ON
Sara Lee Silberman, associate professor of history, gave a
lecture on April6entitled, "Pioneering in Family-Centered Infant
and Maternity Care: Edith B. Jackson and the Yale Rooming-In
Project" as partof the Humanities in Medicine Program at the Yale
School of Medicine.
Starting Pay $11.05.
Due to expansion international firm now interviewing. Full/Part
time summer positions in Promotion-Marketing-Advertising-
Pubic Relations. Flexible hours. Will add to your resume.
Call now. begin work after exams. (203) 442-3929.
Get information on Tuesday. May 8 in era lobby
10a.m.-2 p.m.
Noel Zahler, associate professor of music, had an article pub-
lished titled, "The Artificial Intelligent Computer Performer: The
Second Generation," in Imerface, the international journal of
technology and the arts, in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
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DISCOUNT FOR CONN COLLEGE RELATIVES
Instructors needed at beautiful
residential summer camp for girls
in Vermont. Ceramics, Tripping,
Canoeing, Diving, Snorkeling, and
others. Strong skills, good moral
character and love of children a
must. Academic credit available.
Mid-June through mid-August.
Female, non-smokers only .
Contact Lochearn Camp,
PO box 500,
Post Mills, Vt. 05058.
(802) 333-4211.
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Instant replyl
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The men and women of the Army National
Guard would like to give you an education.
Lesson One: Economics. College isn't cheap.
Lesson Two: Finance. But by serving in the
Army National Guard you can qualify for the
Montgomery GI Bill-and earn up to $18,000 to-
wards college. By serving as little as one week-
end a month and two weeks a year, you can just
about cover your tuition.
Lesson Three: PsydlOlogy. The Guard will
also teach you things about yourself you never
knew. You'llgain self-confidence. You'llfind out
what you're made of. And just how much more
you're capable of doing .
.Lesson Four: Philosophy. Whether you're.
operating a tank or assisting in an operating
room, you'll be part of making America a
stronger nation.
For additional information on how to continue
your education, return this coupon or please
call 1-800-638-7600 or contact your local Army
National Guard recruiting office.r-Mail 10: Army Naliooal Guard, PO Box 564, Hanover, Maryland 210761
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Futile Quest for A Change in the Heir
dam's crown. This generic jog through the
Middle Ages delivers irritating puns, cease-
less references 10medieval times ("They'reJ The writers of the new Broadway playing our Gregorian
musical A Change in the Heir might want to Chant"), and painfully
~:l! consider a change in their insulting plot. rhymed lyrics (my favorite
8 That is only a starling place, though. The was "pyjamas/dramas").
.:! forgettable melodies and insipid lyrics of These are all pointlessly
~ writing team George H. Gorhman and Dan mixed with slang from the
Sticeo indicate that there is something very 1980' s. IIdoes not help that
wrong with the show currently posing as a you can see the ending
Broadway musical at the Edison Theatre. coming after the first num-
A Change in the Heir tells the ridiculous ber.
tale of two cousins who raise their respec- Heir presents cardboard
tive children as the opposite sex in order to facsimile characters that L .I
r
P:...i_tth em_a.::ga_in_st.,.eac_h_O_th_er_an_d_W1_·n th e_ki_·_n.::g-_~m=ak::.e:.:i::.tv.:,:irt=u=a:::cllyimpossible for the audienceto identify with them or
even like them. Likewise,
there is no real struggle
with the sexuality of the
prince brought up as a
princess (Jeffrey Herbst)
or the princess brought up
as a prince (Judy Blazer) ..
Director David H. Bell
succeeds only in creating
a feeling of chaos as the
cast romps about the
stage without anyappar-
ent reason.
Unlike other poorly
written musicals of sea-
sons past, A Change in
the Heir does not have
exceptional sets or gor-
geous costuming to gi ve
it at least some merit. The
costuming is colorful, but
unflattering. A five-per-
son pit band has been
opted for instead of an or-
chestra. I am always leary
when the. conductor
doubles as the piano
",,'..,
~
~ -------
~ by Midlael S. Borowski
Tbe College: Voice
player.
Heir is not a total failure, but it comes
frighteningly close. There is a clever chase
scene at the
end of the tirst
act, and one
song (al-
though musi-
cally bland)
lets the prin-
cess comically
realize that
she/he's a
prince when
she/he discov-
Children's Dance Center Brings Smiles
The COC program has been in
formal existence at Connecticut
College for five years. IIgot its start
On EarthDay, Harkness Green in 1983 with twelve students
was the stage for a performance by through the Adult Continuing Edu-
the Children's Dance Center. Not cation Department. By 1986, there
as rigorously rehearsed as most of were 90 pupils, and the the Chil-
the other performersof the the day, dren' s Dance Center took off on its
more than thirty children, ranging own. There are now 230 students
from three to eight years old, enrolled. Twenty of the students
brought many smiles with their are children of faculty, and others
dances. come from as faraway as Rhode Is-
For the most part the perform- land. Burton was joined by Kath-
ance consisted of the warm-up and leen Smith 10instruct the seventeen
stretching exercizes that the chil- classes taught weekly, and there are
dren perform regu- now ten
larly in class. L' Ana Can -
Burton, visiting in- necticut
structor of dance and College
the program direc- students
tor, and a few of her working
college student as- U\' with the
sistants guided the program
children through the in vari-
music, providing ous ca-
ample room for di- .,,------;c;---:.;;;;-----;-----;-~ pacities.
versity and personal creativity. AI- The planned renovation of
though the choreography was not Thames HaIl has put the program in
fllted,theperformanceconsistedof jeopardy. Lack of space threatens
full dance, and the children drew to push the program off campus; a
copious applause. 1twas a wonder- move which Burton would rather
ful, playful way 10celebrate Earth not make. Fortunately, students
Day, and the children, as well as who knew about this problem
their older compatriots, are 10 be brought it to the attention of SGA,
congratulated on ajob well done. and space in Conn Cave has been
by Kimberly Foster
The College Voke
This generic jog through
the Middle Ages delivers
irritating puns, ceaseless
references to medieval
times . . . and painfully
rhymed lines.
A & ETRIVIA
sponsored by Domino's
This week's trivia questions:
1. Jane Fonda won an Aca4emy
Award for what 1971 film?
2. What was Greta Garbo's last
film?
3. Who directed The Manchurian
Candidate?
4. Peter Finch portrayed what char-
acter in Network?
5. Where does the film Horse
Feaihers take place?
set aside for next year. Therenova-
tion of the Crozier-Williams Stu-
dent Center will eventually force
them tomove again. "Of course the
future of COC on campus has to do
with space problems," Burton said,
"but I'm hoping I've made myself
clear as to how important Ifeel it is
to remain on campus. Claire Gau-
diani has shown her support and
during this uncertainty of where the
program might go on campus next
fall. She has reassured menot togo
into a stale of crisis over [it]:'
The Children's Dance Center
will be performing its First Annual
SpringShowingonl"M~a~19~1!!"n~Ea~st~========================~
Studio. Four-
and five- year-
olds will be pre-
senting at II :00
a.m., andsix
through twelve-
year-aids will
dance at 2:00
pm. The per-
formances are
open 10all of the
collegecommu-
nity, and every-
one is encour-
aged to attend.
ers an issue of Pageboy.
The members of the cast, ranging from the
exciting to the hopeless, are so entirely wasted
that it is hard tonotfeel sympathetic. Jan Neu-
berger is a fine comedienne lost in the confu-
sion of the show's poor material. Both Brooks
Almy and Connie Day are bitingly electric but
barely distinguishable.
It is disheartening to watch poor Judy
Blazer, a true bundle of energy, try to conjure
up some aspect of dignity while singing such
lines as "Can Ibe female?/I'm sure that I can!
Can'l IT
A muscial .---------------------------,
lacking a reason
for being has 10
at least enter-
tain to succeed.
Unfortunately,
A Change in lhe
Heir is a point-
less musical
that fails in ev-
ery attempt to
be cute. comi-
cal. or even re-
motely intelli-
gent.
Answers to last week's
trivia questions:
1.Oliver Stone
2. Howard Hughes
3. Gauguin
4_World War I
5.My Favdrite.Blonde
Send aD answe.,
3596. ThefirstcoiTec
willrecievea free pizz
Domino's Pizza.
Conn Student Has
Few Tricks "UP his
Sleeve
a
Mark N. Sicher, '92, has cast his magic in over 400 per-
fonnances at parties, schools, and international conven-
tions. He has eamed first place at various competitions for
his specialty of close-up magie. On Wednesday, May 9,
Sieher will be presenting an evening of magie and enter-
tainment with famed magician David Williamson. The
event will take place in Blaustein 210, at 8 p.m. and 10
p.m. General admission is $3 and student admission is $1.
Seating will be limited to lOOper performance.
Saint Louie Univenity'.
Academic Year In Madrid
COMPLETE CURRICULUM: Engnsh.
SpanIsh, LIberal Arts, Business a
Administration. TESOl, SCIences,
HISpanic Studies
SlU In Medrld Is 8 member of AA/EOE
Graduate Courses offered during
Summer Session
Apply NOW for Spring, Swnmer and Fall
More than 1,000 students In the Program.
Contact:
Saint Louis Unlversfty
Study Abroad Coordinator
Admissions Onlce
221 North Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103
Toll-tree lei: 1-600-325-6666
Saint Louis University In Madrid
Bravo Murliio. 38
Edfflclo Gonzaga. Pienta Baja
Madrld 28015 Spain
Tel: 593·3783
SPORTS
Schmoozing With Kev and Dob
by Dobby Gibson and Kevin Cuddihy
The College Voice
On the Road
Kev and Dob's day at the ball-
park (Yankee Stadium) last Satur-
day was just "good, clean, Ameri-
can fun." Kev and Dob were at-
tended to at the park by their entou-
rage. They delivered cold drinks,
warm franks, and any other over-
priced crapola they could get their
paws on, to a comatose Kev and
Dob in the fourteenth row. Kevand
Dob wisely passed out stick deo-
dorant to all the shirtless fans in the
immediate vicinity. Some of these
same fans could have used a breath
mint as well, especially after con-
suming a Polish sausage or two.
The weather even called for Kev
and Dob to initially apply a #5 SPF
sunscreen, moving to a #10 in the
latter innings. Dob loved the monu-
ments in Memorial Park located in
center field. Kev and Dob wish to
send out special thanks to Beth ,
Bracken, '92, for sponsoring the
transportation to this gala event.
Miscellaneous
Last Sunday at brunch, Dr. Mark
Fallon was overheard saying, "Hey
Kev, couldyapasstheGlobe sports
section over here? Iheard that Bang
Utot finished first in the Mass.
State Class D 4xlOO Relays."
There is, however, no truth to this
rumor . . . Brent Musburger re-
cently inked a deal with ABC
Sports worth IImillion skins over
6 years. Kev and Dob understand
that CBS countered by hiring Don
Knotts to host the NFL Today with
former Today Show host Jane
Pauley ... Hoodathunk that the KC
Royals would be wallowing in the
AL West cellar after a much bally-
hooed preseason? .. This week's
Sports Illustrated cover jinx has
been wished upon Ken Griffey, Jr.
The super. twenty year old center-
fielder was hitting around .380 at
week's end. Look for Griffey ei-
ther to be injured in a bizarre fold-
ing couch accident, or to have his
avg. dip below the Mendoza line
(that's .200, kids) ... The Yan-
kees' run scoring woes have
dipped to such new lows, that ru-
mors are circulating out of the
Yankee camp that they are trying
to land Conn's very own right-
handed slugger, Teddy Frischling,
'93. Frischling was not available
for comment. OUf sources tell us
that Frischling is holding out for
more money: .. After last week's
heartbreaking loss at the USF&G
to David Frost (no relation to Jack
or Robert), Kev and Dob wonder
how many times the Great White
Shark can lose on the final hole.
The Playoff Scene
The NBA Playoffs are every·
thing we expected. Pretty boring.
Imagine home teams winning with
the same regularity as incumbent
congressmen (98% for those non-
government majors). Further-
more, imagine a team giving up
128 points in a game and still win-
ning big. Thattype of high scoring
scenario isn't basketball, it sounds
more like Kev's last trip to the
links ... With cuts in the nation's
defense budget, it doesn't seem
likely that any army is big enough
to keep the Bruins from winning
the Cup this year. Moreover, the
NHL playoffs have been much
more exciting than their counter-
part in the NBA. However, the
NHL will never gain' respect, nor
capture the nation's.attention the
way the NBA has; for as long as
NHL games reseni ble WWF wres-
tling, the league will never earn a
big network contract ...
The Local Scene
Rumors that UNLV's Larry
Johnson was transferring to Conn
next year were simply that- ru-
mors. However, Conn has landed a
5'4" power forward by the name of
Marvin Skelly. Skelly averaged
2.3 points 'per game and ripped
Enter Our Sweepstakes TodayAnd Finish At ,
TheMost Exciting Race InEurope .••The Thur De France.
down 0.9 boards per game last year
for Jefferson High. While these
slats may not seem overly
impressive.it is important to note
that Jefferson is located in Indiana
... Wehere at schmoozing are pull-
ing for a tournament bid for the
laxmen. Regardless whether they
receive an invitation, congratula-
tions on a marvy season.
Hellos and Good-Byes
Kev is being thrust out into the
real world next year, due to his
unexpected graduation from this
fine institution. Consequently,
Kev and Dob are proud to an-
nounce Kev' s replacement for next
year. He will only be known to you,
the sports fan, as "Pops" and we
heartily welcome him on board.
Let us tell you a little about Pops.
Pops grew up in a small Lithuanian
mining town about seven kilome-
ters west of Schlepenspanker. He
enjoys hang-gliding, pole vaulting,
nude judo and collecting used
band-aids. He was recently named
Amateur Schmoozer of the Year by
Time magazine and hopes to win a
Pulitzer prize in schmoozing be-
fore the age of25. Kev, we'll miss
ya IiI' fella. In the immortal words
of one Casey Casem, "Keep your
feet on the ground - and keep
reaching for the stars!"
(} Q,
Cycling Club
Geo Snelling, '93, placed third in ~
the'B'DivisionroadracereceDtly ~.~
at the ECCF Regional Charnpi- e-
onships held at UMASS.
Snelling's placement is impres- ~
"sive considering that he recov- _~
ered after crashing twice during ~
the race. Coach Karl Dejesus also ~
pointed out that schools with big
clubs are usually the only ones ?
that place, which made Snelling's .•
achievement even more remark- .::::
able.
Men's Tennis
The men's tennis team wrapped
up its season this week. They
finished fourth in the NESCAC
tournament, with the best per-
formance coming from Joe
Schaefer, '91, and Jon Krawczyk,
'92, who finished second in the C
l1ight doubles tournament. The
Camels traveled to Trinity and
won 9-0 with an outstanding per-
formance coming from Matt
Santen, '90, who lost only five
games playing at number three
doubles and number six singles.
The final match of the season was
a loss to number one ranked
Amherst 7~2. The two wins came
from Brad Freer, '91, at number
four singles and number two
doubles with Eric Hintz, '91. The
Camels finished the season 16-3
and 13-1 against Division 1II
teams. Most valuable player Tim
Smith, '90, finished the season
with at combined record of30-5.
ZENIFH DATA SYS7EIlIS INNOVATB AGAIN"
As you race to the finish of the school yem;
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these
great prizes:
GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER
An all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the
1990 Tour de France.
FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS
A Raleigh Assault' or Finesse' All-Terrain Bike.
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack.
THIRD PRIZE-J,()(}() WINNERS .
A sports water bottle.
To enter, just race over to the campus contact
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on
one of our featured desktop Pes. Itjust might be ,
the most rewarding test of your college career!
ZENITN"
data systems IIIllI
Buy APe,
Get ABike FREE!
Buy any of our
-qualifying
desktop systems* .at
, " a great student pnce,
, , "\ andget a Raleigh
I;o;~",/:II'All-Terrain Bike
'~ ABSOLUTELY FREE!
_~ Nowat
Computer Store
HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990!
Graphics simulate Microsoft- Windows, • product ofMicrosoft CorporUion.
'QualifYin& systems include 2-286 LP Modcl20, 2-286 LPn2 MOOd 20., Z-286L ...;LP=IU::;M:::"""=:::"':..:wh="',,_= withanyZenithDmSystemsVGAMonitor.
-
SPORTS
Record Breakers
Cahalan, Gately Aid
in Defeat of Cardinals
Suzanne Walker, '93, struck for 3 goals and
Carter Wood,'93, had 2 in the match. White,
the team's leading scorer, had 3 assists on the
day.
The Camels, now 6-4, are headed toMount
Holyoke College to defend their NIAC title.
The men's lacrosse team took on the Uni-
versity ofNew Haven and crushed the Charg-
ers 15-8 this past Wednesday.
Gately broke Conn's single-season scoring
record with three goals, bringing his total for
the season to 33. He also had five assists in
the victory.
Ed Deloux, '90, was'also a major factor in
the victory. DeJoux struck for five goals and
had two assists in the match. His five goals in
the match brought his career total to 102,
making him the seventh laxman in Conn
history to surpass the loo-point mark.
Contributing to the winning effort were
Andy Bonnano, '91, with 2 goals, and John
Bermingham, '92, John Dugan, '92, Slater
Anderson,'92, Mall Hopkins, '93, and Rick
Mack, '91, each adding a goal.
The Connecticut College laxmen are now
7-4 and will find out on Monday if they get
a tournament bid,
byKJm Kress
Sports Editor
Eva Cahalan, '91, and Tom Gately, '91,
each set school scoring records this past
week, to lead both Camel lax teams to victo-
ries.
Cahalan's three goals in Tuesday's win
over Wesleyan broke Conn's all-time scor-
ing record. She now has a career total of 143
points, surpassing the old mark of 140, set in
1984.
Conn beat the Cardinals 11-10 to end
regular season play. Throughout the game
Conn and Wesleyan exchanged the lead.
However, with 8;52 remaining on the clock
in the second half, Abbey Tyson, '92,tied the
match up 10-10, as she struck for her third
goal of the day.
Despite numerous scoring opportunites
for both teams, the score remained tied until
the final minute of play. After goalie Andrea
Squibb, '90, made her eleventh save of the
day, Lorraine White, '91, raced upfield with
the ball. After faking a shot at goal, White
passed to Cahalan, who fired a shot into the
net with 13 seconds left in the match.
g Jump ar,8 emps ocear e
Men's Track Places Tenth
at NESCAC Championship
Donaldson, Peter Jennings, '92, and John
Manzo, '91. The sprinters and field team
consisted of Davenport, Kevin Foran, '93,
Rich Hannah, '91, Jim Moran, '92, Andy
Widstein, '93, Dave Yampanis, '93, and
Zungu.
Three members of the team represented
Conn in theNewEnglandDivisionlllCham-
pionships this past Saturday, May 5 inWorc-
ester, MA. Davenport, Johnston, and Zungu
all qualified for New England's.
The team was coached by Ed Mighten,
head coach, who will be leaving Conn at the
end of this year. Assistant coaches Steve
Browning, Cliff Larrabee, and Greg Padorin
have led the team through a productive sea-
son.
Unfortunately, the team was plagued with
•.injuries this year, resulting in team members
not being able to participate. The team looks
forward to next year and the return of injured
members Dave Heivly, '91, and Jeff Wil-
liams, '92.
by Steve Stigall
The College Voice
The majority of the Connecticut College
men's track team fmished their season Satur-
day, Apri128 at the NESCAC Championship
Track Meet at Tufts University. Williams
College won the meet, with Conn placing,
tenth and Amherst placing last. .Xolani
Zungu, '93, placed second in the 100 meter
dash. with a timeoflO.96and third in the 200
meter dash with a time of 21.80 to score
Conn points. Also scoring for Conn was
Sam Davenport, '92, in the high jump with a
height of6'2". _
The men's team, led by tri-captain An-
drew Donaldson, '90, consistently per-
formed well with individuals oftentimes
setting personal records. The distance team
was comprised of Mall Desjardins, '92,
Haden Guest, '93, Ian Johnston, '92; and
Steve Stigall, '91. The middle distance team
consisted of Todd Barringer,"91,
Rugby Club Defeats West
Conn for Winning Season
MEN'S CREW SHINES AT NEW ENGLANDSboth teams, with Conn clinging to the lead
provided by Lion's kicking. With 12 min-
utes remaining, West Conn's hooker found
a hole in the defense and punched through
for an impressive try. With the score stand-
ing at 10-9, Conn desperately needed some
offensive help from its back line. John
Fahey, '92, Lion, Day Post, '92, Dan
Dwyer, '92, and special guest star Willy
Nash from N.Y..C. had knocked at West
Conn's door for the whole gameb b~ut~h~a~d~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
been unable to deliver. "
The game was won with three
minutes remaining as Conn pres-
sured West Conn on yet another
well placed kick from Andy Hope,
'92, who expertly found touch
deep in West Conn territory
throughout the match. After a
breakdown, Conn rucked over
and gained clean possession.
Anton Malko, '91, then fed
Dwyer on the weak side, who
blew by two defenders as he went
in for the try. After running the
remaining three minutes, the en-
tire men's rugby club savored .
their third victory.
by Anton Maiko
The Collegev_ Every member of the men's crew team returned from The New England
Invitational Championships, held at Lake Quinsigamond in Worcester
Saturday with a medal around his neck. The varsity heavy- and light-
weight fours and the novice heavy- and lightweight fours earned gold
medals, while the novice heavyweight eight won a silver. The team
collectively lost the overall Championships by only five points to the
Coast Guard Academy.
On Saturday, April 28, the rugby club
went to Danbury and defeated Western
Connecticut State 13-10 in an exciting
come-from-behind effort. The victory put
the team's record at 3-2, giving the club its
first winning season in many years.
As usual, the Conn side faced much larger
opponents, and it showed in the mauls as
West Conn consistently out-pushed Conn.
Despite this disadvantage Conn managed to
win the majority of its serums and, with the
game on the line with threeminutes remain-
ing, cucked over the ball in dominating fash-
ion to set up the winning score.
Conn refused to yield to the constant :
battering from the West Conn pack and
started doing some hitting of its own. The
pack ofJames Greenleaf, '91, Will Fox, '92,
John Kweller, '9l,zackSamton, '9O,Chris
O'Hara, '90, Paul Whynoll, '92, Gregg
Levinson, '91, and Tod Mercy, '91, frus-
tra1ed West Conn and earned several penal-
ties, lWoofwhich YuvalLion, '93,converted
to put the score at 9-4.
The second half was fought fiercely by
Athlete of the Week
This week's award goes to THE MEN'S
CREW TEAM for their performance at the
New England Invitational Championships.
Five boats were entered, and the team won
four gold medals and a silver. KEK
